TO: President Morales and the VP Council
FROM: The Quarter to Semester Conversion Steering Committee (Q2SCSC)
SUBJECT: Faculty Workload after the Quarter to Semester Conversion
BACKGROUND INFORMATION: On January 16, 2016, CSUSB’s Faculty Senate
endorsed a report submitted by a “Workload” committee appointed by the Faculty Senate
that recommends the equivalent of three three-unit courses per semester as the baseline
teaching load for all tenure-stream CSUSB faculty. See: https://goo.gl/k0rsp9.
Because no one from CSUSB’s Division of Administration and Finance participated in
the financial analysis conducted by the “Workload” committee and because the
negotiations with the CFA regarding salary, which led to individual campuses being
responsible for a significant portion of faculty raises, were finalized after the report was
submitted and endorsed, President Morales asked the Q2SCSC to revisit the question
regarding faculty workload after conversion to semesters and to make an additional
recommendation. The Q2SCSC then invited the original members of the Workload
committee to join a taskforce made up of Q2SCSC members. This Q2S Workload
Taskforce worked with VP Freer, Interim-Provost Delgado, and IR’s Tanner Carollo to
address the following questions: 1) What are the benefits and drawbacks of providing the
opportunity for all tenure-stream faculty to use three of their WTU’s for professional
growth and development? 2) What is the actual current workload for CSUSB faculty and
how is it distributed? 3) How much would this cost? 4) Is this cost justifiable?
Question 1: What are the benefits and drawbacks of providing the opportunity for all
tenure-stream faculty to use three of their WTU’s for professional growth and
development?
With respect to question one, the Taskforce concluded that choosing not to develop a
workload policy that enables all CSUSB faculty to use three of their WTUs each semester
towards professional growth and development puts student success and persistence, as
well as the student-centered nature of our university and our ability to fulfill the
University’s mission as outlined in the strategic plan, significantly at risk. Research
shows that “faculty behaviors and attitudes,” such as interacting with students in and out
of class, utilizing active and collaborative learning techniques, challenging students
academically, and creating enriched educational opportunities both in and outside of the
classroom, (including mentoring and advising, involving students in research projects and
other high-impact practices), “play the single-most important role in student learning”
(Astin, 1993; Ewell and Jones, 1996; Pascarella and Terenzini, 1991; Tinto, 1993, 2000;
Umbach and Wawrzynski, 2005). The ability for faculty to effectively engage in these
behaviors is having sufficient time available to 1) utilize labor-intensive high-impact
practices in the classroom and to engage with students beyond it and 2) engage in their
own ongoing research, professional growth, and development.
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CSUSB has a long history of supporting faculty professional activity. This is evidenced
by the fact that our university has been above the system-wide average in external grant
activity and sponsored program expenditures. In terms of expenditures per TT faculty
member, we are tenth highest in the system and, among the smaller campuses in the
system, we are first (see Appendix A). While some of this funding provides support for
basic research, much of it is for programs that promote student success. Externally
funded projects include those that: promote college-readiness; provide scholarships for
students; facilitate the development of new academic programs in growth areas; enhance
advising; build a highly qualified cadre of K-12 teachers; provide increased opportunities
for students to participate in high impact practices; and enhance teaching effectiveness. In
short, CSUSB faculty have been highly productive under the quarter system, but the
current workload data suggests faculty workload is at its limit. If we do not allow faculty
the opportunity to explicitly redistribute their workload in the semester system, we are
unlikely to sustain or improve the levels of success we are already achieving in student
engagement, learning and persistence and in research and community development.
Question 2: What is the actual current workload for CSUSB faculty and how is it
distributed?
The Q2SCSC Workload Taskforce found that CSUSB faculty have an average direct
teaching load (classroom + supervision) of 32.89 WTUs, with an additional 11.72 WTUs for
indirect WTUs (teaching/service time for new preparations, special instruction programs,
advising, etc.). The resulting 44.61 average WTUs do not include the expected levels of 1)
research, scholarly, and creative activity and 2) service to the University and the
community. When these activities are added to this total, it is abundantly clear that the
actual average workload of our faculty typically exceeds the maximum 45 WTUs. (see
Appendix B)
Question 3: How much would this cost?
Enabling faculty to distribute their workload along the lines of, for example, CSU
Stanislaus’ workload policy (60%-80% of the annual workload for an average faculty
member to be in the category of “direct instruction,” 20% in the category of “indirect
instruction,” and 20% in the category of “research, scholarship, and creative activity”)
would cost, according to a financial analysis provided by VP Freer, approximately $2.6
million per semester. This figure represents approximately 2% of the General Fund
budget and is based on two assumptions: 1) that all tenure stream faculty members would
choose to distribute their workload on the 60% direct instruction-20% indirect
instruction-20% research/professional growth and development model and 2) that the
additional course coverage necessary to implement this policy would be provided by parttime faculty members.
Question 4: Is this cost justifiable?
The Q2S Workload Taskforce has concluded that the expense to implement the
recommended workload policy is justifiable, assuming a system of accountability jointly
developed by the faculty and administration that specifically incorporates attention to the
CO’s metrics and the Graduation Rate Initiative. Over the last five years, the General
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Fund has increased by 14% and FTES by 17%, while the amount spent on faculty for
direct instruction has only increased by 10%; and the percentage of the baseline budget
allocated to Academic Affairs has actually decreased by 3.35%
(https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bx5bNCW05iaRckxuM3htRGRiQTQ). Given the
central role faculty play in student engagement, learning, persistence, and success and the
fact that funding to faculty for direct instruction has not kept pace with the growth of the
university, this investment in faculty seems appropriate and necessary to preserve and
promote quality instruction and professional and community development.
ACTION REQUESTED: That CSUSB adopt and fund a workload policy, similar to
that of CSU Stanislaus (see Appendix C) that enables 60% of the annual workload for an
average faculty member to be in the category of “direct instruction,” 20% in the category
of “indirect instruction,” and 20% in the category of “research, scholarship, and creative
activity.” Such a policy might ask faculty members to articulate how the distribution of
their particular WTUs contributes to the Graduation Rate Initiative and the Chancellor’s
Office metrics.
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APPENDIX A
GRANT PRODUCTIVITY PER FACULTY
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APPENDIX B
TENURED/TENURE TRACK WEIGHTED TEACHING UNITS BY COLLEGE
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APPENDIX C
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, STANISLAUS
AGREEMENT: TENURED & PROBATIONARY FACULTY WORKLOAD
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